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Bertolt Brecht and the Epic Confusion*
John Fuegi

It is a remarkable fact of most Brecht 1 criticism that it has not been directed
at his plays as aesthetic wholes but rather to the attempt to see in the plays the
halting, episodic, largely rational constructs that his early manifestoes on theatre
called for. The result is, in John Willett's vituperative formulation, that the "high
sounding term of the 1920s," "episches Theater," has been "made to embrace any
kind of play that Brecht wrote-taut or loose, realistic or fantastic, didactic or
amusing-and some quite ephemeral mannerisms as we11."2 Or, as Volker Klotz
has pointed out: "Trotz der Vielfalt epischer Ziige im dramatischen Werk Brechts
und ihrer Bedeutsankeit, ist seine Grundhaltung doch nicht die des Epikers, wie
Emil Staiger sie in seiner ontologischen Untersuchung der Grundbegriffe der Poetik
faBt."3
Of enormous importance is Klotz's contention that: basically Brecht is not an
Epiker though "epic elements" (as Brecht and others defined them) are a manifold
and important part of his dramatic work. If we can grant the aptness of Willett's
sarcastic survey of the way the term "epic" has been pulled and pushed to fit
most of the plays Brecht wrote and if Klotz has a real point, we might then ask
if all the emphasis we have seen for decades on the "epic" nature of Brecht's
theatre has not given short shrift to something else, the theatre part of his "episches
Theater." To cite Brecht himself (though this is dangerous as he pleaded the
dialectic and changed his opinions extremely often) we might note that he himself
urged towards the end of his life that the term "episches Theater" be abandoned
as it had outlived its polemical usefulness. In the "Nachtrage zum Kleinen Organon"
he note:

Wenn jetzt der Begriff 'episches Theater' aufgegeben wird, so nicht der
Schritt zum bewuBen Erleben, den es nach wie vor ermoglicht. Sondern
es ist der Begriff nur zu armlich und vage fur das gemeinte Theater; es
braucht genauere Bestimmungen und muB mehr leisten. AuBerdem stand
es zu unbewegt gegen den Begriff des Dramatischen, setzte ihn oft
allzu naiv einfach voraus . . .4

*1 am indebted to Professors Reinhold Grimm and Ulrich Weisstein for reading an earlier
version of this essay and making a number of significant corrections in it. Needless to say,
my own intransigence is to blame for whatever errors still remain.
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I would like to assume here that Brecht knew what he was talking about, that
he knew that many (perhaps even most) of his best plays and that many (perhaps
most) of his best productions after his return from exile had only a tenuous and
purely theoretical relationship to his pre-World War II polemics. In a word, his
early drama theory was more confusing than helpful when applied to his own
later major plays and productions. His multi-million mark Theater am Schiffbauerdamm where plays were rehearsed for up to a year before being shown to the
general public was a far cry from the little "street scene" sketch 5 he had used many
years before to illustrate a basic principle of "episches Theater." The powerful
emotions his maj or productions usu ally evoked always demanded the most
subtle use of the dialectic to get them to square with his earlier insistence on the
primacy of Ratio in the theatre.
Somehow, however, despite the vituperation of Willett, Klotz's careful analyses
and Brecht's own rueful admission of irrelevance, the vague, and often inappropriate term "episch" is still widely held to be a suitable descriptive term when
applied to most of Brecht's plays. Almost invariably the name Brecht is bracketed
with "episch"; almost invariably major editions and school editions of his work
thrust his plays onto the Procrustean bed of epic theory. Working dialectically,
I would now like to suggest that we might oversimplify for awhile in the opposite
direction , that we might assume that the plays are no startlingly new genre, that
the productions were largely good old fashioned "presentational" theatre , and
that the adjective "episch" is of considerably less importance than the noun,
theatre. I shall in this paper, therefore, first define th e terms " episch" and
"episches Theater," as they seem to have been understood by Brecht prior to
World War II and then attempt to show that the terms as Brecht defines them are
largely irrelevant to many (perhaps most) of his plays. By sticking with Brecht's
theory and Brecht's plays , perhaps we can avoid what has been described by Emil
Staiger as the babylonische Konfusion"6 of German genre theory in general.
"Epic theater" or "epic drama," we now know, were terms widely used in the
twenties and had certain clearly definable characteristics. Often opposed to the
emotionality of the Expressionists, a host of artists , Bronnen, Piscator, Dablin,
Alfons Paquet, Leo Lania, Georg GroB among them, began to construct an
aestheticS (though at the time it was felt to be an anti-aesthetic), an aesthetic in
which the words "einfrosten," "auskiihlen," and "Vernunft," became stressed.
Brecht's basic agreement with this emphasis is revealed in his notes attacking
"Einfiihlung" and his insistence on stressing Rati0 9 rather than Gefiihl in his many
attempts to define his own objectives. The dominance of Ratio in the theatre
was to be achieved so argued Brecht, only by a radical reworking of three lO
key elements of the theatrical experience. First, a new dramaturgy that worked
against dramatic tension and climaxes would have to be evolved. This new play
structure would emphasize narrative exposition,ll would stress separable segments
of the pl ay 12 and, by breaking up the action or emotional continuity of the piece,
Brecht hoped not only to avoid harrowing emotional climaxes or curtains but
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also to thereby force the spectator to think seriously about the action or narration
just presented.!3 Songs, slides, and films were to further help to fragment the
action and induce the spectator to maintain his rational or distant perspective.
The second and third key elements of epic theatre follow logically from the first.
The epic actor must remain cool, must maintain a certain distance between himself
and the text and must view his text critically. He must act in quotation marks .
The cool performance of the cool text is then to be viewed by a coolly rational,
leisurely smoking,14 "scientific" or objective spectator. IS Though the separate
and numerous scenes required by the dramaturgical theory link the new form
technically with the Expressionists, the concomitant stress on Ratio is an obvious
and direct slap at the histrionics and general emotionalism of the Expressionist
stage.
Before we pass to an examination of some typical plays of Brecht, a final word
must be said on the content and purpose of the new theatre of which the early
Brecht dreamed. The new theatre was to be a teaching theatre. 16 The subject
matter to be taught according to the communist Klassiker (after about 1926), was
to be, "die Gro Ben Gegenstande," "Krieg, Geld, 01, Eisenbahnen, Parlament,
Lohnarbeit, Boden,"17 subjects encountered frequently enough in the epic form
the novel, but encountered, as Brecht notes, "verhaltnismaBig selten meist als
dekorativen Hinterground oder AnlaB von Meditationen," on the 20th century
stage. Quite explicitly Brecht observes that he hopes to reintroduce on his stage
the broad political subjects such as those used in the 19th and 20th century
novel and by Hauptmann and Ibsen l8 (in their social or non-symbolic plays),
and by Piscator in his frankly political theatre Am Nollendorfplatz.19 The epic
theatre then, in contrast to culinary or boulevard theatre, will take up the epic
materials, "die groBen Gegenstande" of the modern world , and will present
these materials in all their breadth and fullness within the loose, episodic, narrative
frame that Brecht, proclaiming himself (perhaps tongue in cheek), " the Einstein
of the new stage form, "2o was seeking, in the 20s and 30s, to create. So much
for the theory.
When, Brecht, in East Berlin in the early 50s, himself now on the brink of
becoming a classic, looked back on his theatrical achievement, he wondered
aloud whether epic theatre was indeed what he had achieved. 21 He saw that he
had not, in the final, relentless, objective analysis managed to bring "die groBen
GegensUi.nde" onto his stage. As we can ourselves see , his plays do not in fact
lay bare the inner workings of the stock exchange, they do not analyze and
explain corrupt international dealings in oil, they do not significantly illuminate
the major historical and revolutionary workings and rumblings of a tortuously
complex modern world. Most frequently he draws his subject matter either
from the faraway or long ago. Nor, I might add, is his dramaturgy in his major plays
particularly new. We have instead, in Leben des Galilei, the salient features , tightly
unified, of the life of a seventeenth-century scientist; in Der gute Mensch von
Sezuan the physically and economically narrow world of the brilliant poetic
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metaphor Shen Te-Shui Ta in the slums of the largely pre-industrial and nonexistent town of Sezuan; in Die Mutter, we have Gorki's view of the Russian
revolution reduced from the catyclysmic heavings of the population of one
sixth of this earth's surface to the history of one woman and a small band of
stalwarts; in Arturo Ui, the terror and complexity of Hitler's rise to power reduced
to the allegorical and resistible (how?) rise of Arturo Ui a Chicago underworld
figure-a rise in which "the people" are, by Brecht's own admission, wholly
lacking; in Mutter Courage we have a picture of a woman and her small family
making their way through life into death against the shabby backdrop of the
Thirty Years War; and finally, in Der Kaukasische Kreidekreis we have the story
of a girl who, having adopted an abandoned child, is given legal custody of that
child by a corrupt and wonderful judge in a world that never was and perhaps
never will be. Shakespeare needed no "Einstein of a new stage form" to show
him how to shape materials on at least this scale and of at least this duration.
Brilliant, timeless, placeless,22 poetic explorations of the human dilemma that the
plays are, they do not qualify (and how grateful we must be for this) as sober,
scientific explorations of complex modern society. Had they been this, as Piscator's
spectacles often were, they might have suffered the fate of Piscator's productions
and had virtually no life beyond the actual performances themselves.
If the content of Brecht's plays is neither vaster nor more complicated than
that of Shakespeare, nor, I might add, certain plays of Marlowe, Schiller, Goethe,
and Buchner among others, then it should not really surprise us that the form of
the plays is neither more complicated nor so very different from the form used
by such "old-fashioned" playwrights. Rather than arguing this abstractly let us
look at some concrete examples, Brecht's adaptations of three plays from widely
different dramatic traditions, Marlowe's Edward II, Moliere's Don Juan, and the
reworking of Holderlin's translation of Sophocles's Antigone. In Edward II (which
is, by any measure, Marlowe's most tightly constructed playJ,23 Brecht severely
reduces the cast and the number of lines in the play, radically simplifies the plot
line, introduces no "narrative elements" beyond the placards that introduce each
scene, and takes over Marlowe 's curtain scene virtually entire. Out of Moliere's
notoriously loose sequence of scenes, Brecht24 forges (as Reinhold Grimm has
noted 25 ) an intensely dramatic, swiftly moving, tightly unified drama that sweeps
inexorably towards a good old fashioned theatrical climax with Don Juan (as in
Moliere) disappearing in smoke and flames through the stage trap door. No
narrative elements whatsoever have been added. Even more surprising than the
reworking of Moliere, however, is Brecht's reworking of the supposedly Aristotelian
play, Antigone. Again, as with Edward II, the cast is reduced and the play is
shortened; no new "narrative elements" are added to the text. This intensification
of an Aristotelian text becomes a little ironic if we dare remind ourselves that
Brecht's rewriting of Antigone and staging of it in Switzerland in 1948 was in
preparation for his triumphal return to Berlin as the grand master of antiAristotelian forms of dramaturgy.
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Our view of Brecht's workmanlike use of traditional forms with his adaptations,
should have prepared us now to examine the traditional in Brecht's dramatic
constructs of his greatest creative period, (the years spent in exile), those plays
upon which much of his present worldwide reputation rests. With three plays,
Mutter Courage, Leben des Galilei, and the Gute Mensch, I should like to show
in some detail not only how little these plays have to do with "episches Theater,"
as Brecht himself defined the term, but how traditional they are in their construction.
In commenting on Brecht's production of Mutter Courage, in Berlin in 1954, Paul
Rilla observed: "Formal bedeutet ihm [Brecht] heute das epische Element, was
es jedem groBen Dramatiker bedeutet hat: ein hythmisches Prinzip. Mutter Courage enthalt nicht mehr epische Bestandteile als ein Shakespearesche Historie. "27
It is not without interest that Brecht himself supported Rilla's view by noting:
"Die Bezeichnung Chronik entspricht gattungsmaBig etwa der Bezeichnung History
in der elisabethanischen Dramatik."28 Even Reinhold Grimm, though he does argue
at one point in an essay on Mutter Courage, "DaB eine solche Welt nicht mehr
ins alte Drama paBt liegt auf der hand,"29 in another essay on the plays in
general observes: "Kurzum: die verfremdende Dramenstruktur ist nichts anderes
als die sogennante 'offene' Form des Dramas, die seit Jahrhunderten gleichberechtigt neben dem 'geschlossenen', klassisch-klassistischen Kunstdrama existiertob die Aesthetik das nun wahrhaben will oder nicht."3o The critical suspicion of
Rilla, Brecht, and, on occasion, Grimm, that a new descriptive term is unnecessary,
perhaps even undesirable, is borne out by the traditional dramaturgy of the text
of Mutter Courage and Brecht's production of the play with its highly emotional
climaxes. Of the performance of the great "epic" actress, Helene Weigel, in the
lead role the Hollywood director San Wanamaker noted that it was "undistinguishable from [that of] a superb Stanislavsky trained actress."31 Brecht, who had
insisted earlier that the worst insult to the "epic" actor was to confuse him with
his role notes with pride and bewilderment of the East Berliners, "Leute zeigten
auf der stra Be auf die Weigel und sagten : 'Die Courage!' "32 As far as I know, no
critic viewing the production has seemed capable of maintaining 'epic distance'
when Weigel views her dead son, Schweizerkas, or when she sings the cradle
song to the dead Kattrin. Nor have critics kept their distance as Kattrin is shot
while waking the city of Halle with her drum, a scene described by Eric Bentley
as "possibly the most powerful scene, emotionally, in twentieth-century drama. "33
Even Brecht said lamely of the drum scene: "Zuschauer mogen sich mit der
stumm en Kattrin in dieser Szene identifizieren; sie mogen sich einfuhlen in dieses
Wesen . .. "34 It is small wonder that George Steiner viewing Brecht's own
production of the play felt the terror and the pity "with which the tragic imagination first marked our sense of life."35 The overwhelming emotional response to
this harrowing play should lead us behind audience response, Brecht's directional
skills, and the brilliant performances of the members of the Berliner Ensemble
to the primary culprit, the text itself. Despite the most heroic attempts of Brecht
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and his Ensemble, to act in Eric Bentley's apt formulation, as a "fire brigade"36
pouring cold water on incipient emotion, the text defies their best efforts. Why?
It will be remembered that Brecht's theory of epic theatre was predicated on
dramaturgical constructs and theatrical performances that were episodic, that
were supposed to work against dramatic climaxes, that could in extreme cases
be reshuffled without adding to the discontinuity of play or performance. Songs,
films, slides. and placards were to fragment the action and place the action "in
quotation marks ," to make the story told a largely non-emotional narrative. Deliberate narrative exposition (perhaps with an actual narrator on stage) would
not only increase spectator-actor distance, so reasoned Brecht, but would also
permit the introduction of "die groBen Gegenstande," that had, in his early view,
been largely kept off stage and had become the special province of the epic form,
the novel. To what extent does Mutter Courage meet all these criteria?
The dramatist working with broad historical or epic materials has traditionally
(as Aristotle noted of classical Greek drama) reduced epic sprawl to dramatic
conciseness. Brecht, working in this case with an "epic," Grimmelshausen's, Die
Lebensbeschreibung der Ertzbetriigerin und Landst6rtzerin Courasche, has employed much the same techniques used by Sophocles confronted with the whole
Theben cycle, or Shakespeare working with Plutarch or Holinshed. From the broad
mass of Grimmelshausen's epic Lebensbeschreibu~g, Brecht has selected only
those elements which serve his dramatic purpose. Gone, are the "epic" myriad of
loosely connected and arbitrarily arranged anecdotes told by Grimmelshausen's
arch character. Even the arbitrary beginning and end of Grimmelshausen (so apt
for a narrative that could be rearranged with ease) have been replaced by a
carefully chosen and completely circular beginning and end in Brecht. 3?
Let us consider for a moment the opening scene of Brecht's play and admire
the consummate artistry of its construction. In my view, neither Sophocles, nor
Shakespeare, nor Ibsen prepare the dramatic terrain with greater skill than Brecht
in Mutter Courage. The play opens with two soldiers talking about war and
recruiting. Mother Courage approaches them on her wagon with her dumb daughter
by her side and her two sons pulling. The soldiers stop the "family" and interrogate
the mother. As she tells, with utmost brevity,38 the story of how she and her
children happen to be in this place at this time, we must realize that the playwright is using traditional dramatic exposition here. As Sophocles, Shakespeare,
and Ibsen so often do, Brecht has created a situation within the drama that enables
his characters to give the audience information it needs to follow the action. The
scene is then given considerable dramatic punch by a critical choice that the
playwright has made. Whereas the epic narrator would not have any need to
worry about the behavior of any and all animals he might choose to describe, the
dramatist is sorely limited in introducing actual animals on the stage. 39 Making a
virtue of this limitation, Brecht introduces not a live horse with all the problems
that might entail, but two wellgrown boys seen instantly by the soldiers as cannon
fodder. Let us, like the recruiter, look more closely at these boys. In an area
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packed with recruiters, why is it that these young men, old enough to be drafted,
are not yet in service? The answer, in specifically dramatic terms is an obvious
one, the play would lose something in dramatic salience if either the boys were
too young to serve, or were already in service when the play began. 4o At their
precise age in this precise setting, however, a clash between the mother-animal
and the recruiters is inevitable and dramatic. The same can then be said of the
fortune telling trick with the crosses when Mutter Courage tries to warn her
children not to get too deeply involved in the war. There is no reason really why
this trick could not have been used perhaps years, months or weeks before, no
reason that is except in dramatic terms. 41
Of critical importance to these observations, of course, is Brecht's own definition
of "episch" as a narrative, episodic, past-tense, third-person presentation of "die
groBen Gegenstande" in all their rambling complexity. Brecht's opening scene
(like virtually every other scene in the play) does not ramble, employs virtually
no narrative, is overwhelmingly present tense and first person in its orientation,
and takes from "die groBen Gegenstande" of Grimmelshausen's Thirty Years War
and its tangled web of economic and religious motivation the dramatically manageable and highly organized tale of one mother and her children. Most of the
rest of the world has been pushed to where it belongs in a dramatic poem, offstage.
Surely Shakespeare introduces at least as much of "die groBen Gegenstande," in
Julius Caesar, or, Antony and Cleopatra, Henry V, Richard III; or Pushkin in Boris
Godunov; or, Schiller in the Wallenstein trilogy; or, Marlowe in Tamurlaine I
or II. Or, going beyond the dramatic medium to the mode of composition Brecht
first chose as his model, compare Mutter Courage to The Iliad, Grimmelshausen's
Simplicus Simplicissimus, Tolstoy'S War and Peace, or Feuchtwanger's Erfolg. When
we make such comparisons and examine closely the compound construct "episches
Theater," we can see, I think, that Brecht's practical concern in Mutter Courage
was overwhelmingly more with the noun than with the adjective. When one sees
that in terms of structure, in terms of actual production, and of audience response
(the three pillars of "episches Theater") the play is so close to traditional drama,
then one must wonder with the later Brecht if the adjective does not obfuscate
more than it enlightens.
The artful grasp of the salient dramatic detail that marks Mutter Courage as a
triumph of the playwright's art is shown again with equal clarity but less finesse
in Leben des Galilei, a play seen by Walter Weideli as Brecht's "most finished
example"43 of epic theatre. Brecht himself, however, did not see this playas a
successful exercise in epic theatre and attempted to explain why. From various
notes of Brecht on the different versions and productions of his play, it is quite
clear that he was himself fully aware of the fact that structurally his play was
close to ancient models of the playwright's art and that in terms of performance
the play elicited sympathy and evoked a highly emotional audience response that
included identification with the "villain" Galileo. Of the 1938 Danish version
Brecht wrote:
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Die einzigen Schwierigkeiten bereitete die letzte Szene. Mnlich wie
in der Johanna brauchte ich am SchluB einen Kunstgriff, urn auf jeden Fall
dem Zuschauer den notigen Abstand zu sichern, Selbst der unbedenklich
sich Einfuhlende muB zumindest jetzt, auf dem Weg der Einfiihlung seIber
in den Galilei, den V-Effekt verspiiren. Bei streng epischer Darstellung
kommt eine Einfiihlung erlaubter Art zustande. 44
Again we are given, as in the drum scene in Mutter Courage, "Einfuhlung
erlaubter Art." Later versions demonstrated to Brecht that his own dictatorial
position on what should or should not be allowed in the realm of identification
was almost wholly ignored by audiences and critics alike. The later Galileo, with
whom no identification whatsoever was supposed to be allowed, moved audiences
as profoundly as the earlier Galileo with whom Brecht was willing to permit a
certain amount of audience identification.
Besides the whole problem of identification and the need for "technical tricks,"
Brecht was aware that there were certain other aspects of his play that constituted heretical departures from his earlier epic creed. In February, 1939 he
writes: "Leben des Galilei ist technisch ein groBer Ruckschritt, wie Frau Carrars
Gewehre allzu opportunistisch. Man miiBte das Stuck vollstandig neu schreiben,
wenn man diese 'Brise, die von neuen Kusten kommt', diese rosige Morgenrote
der Wissenschaft haben will."45 Of the new play that would have to be written
to achieve these objectives Brecht goes on:
Alles mehr direkt, ohne die Interieurs, die "Atomsphli.re", die-Einfiihlung.
Und alles auf planetarische Demonstration abgestellt. Die Einteilung
konnte bleiben, die Charakteristik des Galilei ebenfalls, aber die Arbeit,
die lustige Arbeit, konnte nur in einem Praktikum gemacht werden, im
Kontakt mit einer Buhne. 46
Yet, as Schumacher notes in his detailed examination of the four main versions
of the Galileo text, even when Brecht finally had proper "contact with the practical
stage" he failed to make any essential structural changes in the play. Instead,
Brecht kept in the later versions all the "Interieurs," all the "Atmosphare" of the
earlier versions and simply sought to reduce identification by instructing Ernst
Busch (unsuccessfully as it turned out) to stamp out any good qualities in the
Galileo role. In view of Brecht's failure in epic reconstruction of the play, it is
no wonder that he observed in January, 1945: "1m Galilei mit seinen Interieurs und
Stimmungen wirkt die dem epischen Theater entnommene Bauart der Szenen
merkwiirdig theatrisch."48 Some six months later Brecht stated flatly of the play:
"1m Formalen verteidige ich dieses Stuck nicht besonders kraftig." The conclusion
is inescapable; Brecht himself did not view Leben des Galilei as a good example
of "episches Theater."
In my close examination of the opening scene of Mutter Courage, I tried to
point out the very large number of traditional devices of dramatic condensation,
linkage, and exposition employed there. A similar examination of the opening
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scene of Galileo reveals an equally conservative (as Brecht himself knew) use of
some of the very oldest tricks of the dramatist's trade. 49
Brecht begins his play, as Schumacher notes, "mit einer entscheidenden Phase
im Leben des historischen Galilei."50 We first met Galileo, now 46 years old,
stripped to the waist for his morning wash in his study-bedroom in Padua.
The arrangement of incidents in this opening scene is, I would tend specifically
dramatic rather than epic. There is little reason for instance, in epic terms, for
Galileo to lecture Andrea at such length (some four pages of text) on various
cosmologies. The context makes plain that the boy comes into Galileo's room
every day and could already have learned a great deal from Galileo. The comprehensive lecture on this particular morning is useful not to Andrea but to the
theatre spectator. The 20th century playgoer, if he is to be able to follow the
play at all, must be given a brief refresher course in medieval and seventeenth
century cosmologies. Instead of following his epic dicta, however, and presenting
all this in narrative form Brecht has returned to traditional expository forms and
has attempted to work it in organically within the play.
Likewise, in epic terms there is little point to the sheer pace of the opening
scene. In the epic, and the Iliad can surely serve as an exemplar of the genre, in
Book I twelve days can be allowed to elapse largely in mere waiting for Zeus
to return from a trip to Ethiopia. In contrast, in the dramatic medium, though it
would take at least twelve days for Agamemnon in the play of that name to return
home from Troy, Aeschylus has him arrive with great dispatch after a few choral
odes have been sung. In Oedipus Rex nothing short of jet age means of transportation could actually get the witnesses (many of them aged) to the trial on time.
The exigencies of the dramatic medium (up to the 20th century) would seem to
demand, however, that scene follow scene with alacrity and that the audience
not be asked to wait for the vagaries of weather to bear Agamemnon's sailing
vessel home nor for an old sheepherder to make his weary way afoot from
Corinth to Thebes. The smoothness of arrival of Galileo's stream of visitors on
the historic morning of the opening scene has more, I would submit, in common
with the dramatic than the epic mode, the epic modes, that is to say, either as
Brecht defined these modes, or as they have been practiced since classical times.
Inexorably, if we follow the play through its four major drafts it becomes a
smoother, tighter, dramatic construct. More and more characters are dropped as
Brecht pares the conflict of Galileo with the papacy down to its barest dramatic
bones. The numerous unsuccessful attempts to smuggle out (with various individuals) the text of the Discorsi,52 are dropped in favor of one successful
attempt with his former student, Andrea. Finally, in the Berliner Ensemble production the somewhat tacked on 13th scene (Andrea at the frontier) is lopped off
and we are left with a beautifully symmetrical play, wholly circular in structure. 53
As Ernst Schumacher in his exhaustively detailed study of Leben des Galilei
observes of the play's neat symmetry (a facet of the play that had been noted,
incidentally by Brecht himself), "Die Symmetrien in Leben des Galilei unter-
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streich en als dramaturgische Strukturelemente den gleichsam 'konservativen'
Charakter des Stuckes ... "54
It is really not surprising that a play constructed from only the most dramatically
telling scenes from the life of the great but cowardly, small but brave, incredibly
paradoxical, many faceted figure of the great scientist should move us profoundly
as he passes from health, vigor, and hope to blindness, old age , and bitter cynicism.
Precisely because Brecht gives us a figure "neither wholly good nor wholly bad"
do we react profoundly to him. In the final Berliner Ensemble version of the play
enough of the "good" Galileo of the first Danish version shines through the dark
layers painted over him in successive versions for the portrait to have considerable
depth and ambience. Despite all attempts to paint out any hint of sympathy in
his character, he remains sympathetic. Brecht, himself aware of the danger of
sympathy, warns Ernst Busch in a note: "Seine Selbstanalyse darf unter keine
Umstanden von dem Darsteller dazu miBbraucht werden, mit Hilfe von Selbstvorwiirfen den HeIden dem Publikum sympathisch zu machen."55 Or as Brecht
adds at another point, comparing Galileo deliberately with one of the greatest
villains of Western dramatic literature : "Er [Galileo] sollte dargestellt werden
als ein Phanomen wie etwa Richard III ... "56 So much for intention.
Fritz Erpenbeck, writes of the Berliner Ensemble production:
Was sehe ich nun aber wahrend dieser geistigen Auseinandersetzungen
uberdies auf der Biihne? Einen Mann, der am Fernrohr seine Sehkraft
geschwacht hat und nun beim Arbeiten im Mondlicht- weil er illegal eine
Abschrift seines fur die Menschheit nutzlichen Werks herstellt-fast
erblindet ist. Das wird nicht gesprochen, sondern gezeigt. Ich sehe weiter
einen Mann, einen dem "Laster" des Denkens und Arbeitens, das ihm
"wie Kratze anhaftet", verfallenen Mann, in immer noch gefahrdeter
Situation von einer widerwartiz dummen Tochter als Spionin seiner Feinde
belauert. Und diesen Mann solI ich hassen? Verurteilen? Mogen mich noch
so viele Kommentare dazu auffordern-ich kann es nicht!57
If we add, as a final comment on the "epic" qualities of this play the fact that
Ernst Busch began in rehearsals to actually look like Galileo and to speak
learnedly upon and to study astronomical theory in his spare time, we might wonder
whether Busch's working methods might not have owed more to Stanislavski than
to Brecht's theories of distance. 58 There would seem, objectively, little reason for
seeing this playas "epic" either on the basis of its dramaturgy, its performance,
or spectator response to the production.
The last play I should like to examine here in terms of structure and impact
is another play of the great exile period, Der gute Mensch von Sezuan. Though
Der Gute Mensch von Sezuan (written in its final form in 1938/ 41 and never
staged by Brecht himself) is so obviously Chinese in milieu, style, and structure,
it is not, as far as anyone has so far been able to determine, an adaptation of a
specific Chinese model. It is, in fact, a free attempt to treat a subject of universal
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significance in the Chinese or Oriental manner. Instead, therefore, of the implicit
exposition (the exposition of an Ibsen or a Sophocles) that he had used in
Eduard II, Mutter Courage, and Galileo , he returns to the explicit or narrative
form of exposition that he had used sparingly in Die Mutter and more liberally in
the Lehrstucke. He then uses the extraordinary freedom that this explicit or nonnaturalistic mode of presentation permits, and writes a highly stylized dramatic
poem on the question: how does one (anyone) remain good in a world (any world)
that demands evil of those who would survive?
The profound metaphysical question of why evil is permitted, indeed encouraged,
in the world has seldom been asked with such force . With his usual genius for
finding the appropriate, specifically dramatic gestus to point his question, Brecht
creates the split character of Shen Te/ Shui Ta. Totally incredible in terms of fourth
wall style theatre, her change from the "good" Shen Te to the "bad" Shui Ta,
unrecognized by anyone but the blackmailer Mrs. Shin, is credible only within
the dungheap "Utopia, " the nowhere and everywhere of Sezuan. The ancient and
honored convention of the impenetrable disguise, is exploited in Brecht's nonrealistic parable to its fullest dramatic and tragic potential. Summing up both the
best and the worst facets of Mother Courage, (business-woman and mother), Shen
Te/ Shui Ta draws up close to 'her in pity and makes us recoil in fear . Savagely,
Brecht draws us into the soft embrace of Shen Te before showing us the mask
of her other self, the Mephistophelian Shui Ta. The closing scene of the play,
where Shen Te cries out to the gods for some relief from the nightmare of this
mad and vicious world, has much of the power of the scene where the dumb
drummer Kattrin pays for goodness with her life. It is no wonder that Reinhold
Grimm asks of this play: "Dringt nicht wenigstens dieses SHick in tragische Bezirke
vor? "59
It is obvious that Brecht's non-naturalistic Gute Mench elicits responses that
ill accord with the early theorist, Bertolt Brecht. Furthermore, an examination of
the play's content and structure severely weakens the other theoretical pillars of
the epic theatre edifice. Whether measured against Brecht's own theory of the
mid-twenties or against the ancient epic tradition of the Orient, Brecht's play
must needs strike one as conservative or non-epic. Ronald Gray, stressing the
fact that one scene grows directly out of the one before in Brecht's play, says
flatly: "In structure, this is by no means 'epic' theatre."6o It is clear, as Gray
intimates, that the individual scenes of this play could not, for the most part,
be meaningfully rearranged or simply dropped. 61 Shen Te does not turn into a
robber baron in one fell swoop; she does it slowly, with great reluctance and
considerable pain. Only gradually is she convinced that for goodness, any goodness to survive Shui Ta must stay for longer and longer periods. Brecht's careful
deployment of his theatrical forces as he works towards a dramatic denouement
is ordered and precise.
The unity of the dramatic curve of Brecht's play, so much clearer and precise
than much Oriental, medieval. and Elizabethan practice, hints at two other
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"unities" in Brecht's play, unities but rarely observed in the many strands of nonAristotelian theatre. Compare for a moment the free wandering in time and space
of the Oriental theatre with Brecht's use of time and space in this play. In time
the play covers a period a little short of nine months. In space he confines
himself to one section of one city. Though Brecht is non-Aristotelian perhaps
when measured against neoclassical interpretations of Artistotles' dicta, he is
clearly much more "Aristotelian" in his use of the unities of time, space, and
action than many a play of Shakespeare, of Marlowe, of the Orient, yes, even of
Schiller and Goethe. For "epische Breite und Fiille," he has substituted dramatic
tightness and intensity. We are shown only the intensely dramatic heart of Shen
Te/ Shui Ta's tightly circumscribed world. Retreating from the broad, sprawling,
non-Aristotelian world of the Oriental stage, Brecht returns to that focussed and
intense area where the Hamlets and even the Cids have had their hour or two
upon the stages of the Western world.
It will be remembered that Brecht's call for a new stage form was predicated
on the principle that the old one did not permit the treatment of the kind of
subject matter that the "epic" form would attempt to present. Speaking contemptuously of older forms, he observed: "Uberblickt man die Stoffe der
erzahlenden und vorfiihrenden Kiinste, so erblickt man die graB Gegenstande
Krieg, Geld, tn, Eisenbahnen, Parlament, Lohnarbeit, Boden verhaltnismiiBig selten,
meist als dekorativen Hintergrund oder AnlaB von Meditationen. "62 What might
the Brecht who wrote these words have thought of the Gute Mensch? What
has happened to the "present-day world?" As Rischbieter notes of the location
of the play, it is "klein und iiberschaubar gehalten." Instead of the modern subjects
that the epic form was supposed to present in all their breadth and complexity, we
have a deliberately simplified vision of the world, a world that has not changed (except for reference to Sun's plan) since the sixteenth or seventeenth century. As
Rischbieter points out: "Die Zersetzung der menschlichen Beziehungen durch die
bare Zahlung wird in einem kleinen, uberschaubaren Bereich personlicher Bekanntschaften vorgefiihrt. Es ist eine vorindustrielle, hochstens friihindustrielle Welt."63
There is nothing in this world, as Rischbieter notes , of the metropolis, maneuvers on
the stock exchange, or the strikes that Brecht, however abstractly, does attempt to
present in certain of his other plays. It is difficult to see how Brecht's Der Gute
Mensch might be deemed "episches Theater." In terms of Brecht's own definition of
the nineteen-twenties, Der gute Mensch von Sezuan is considerably less epic than
his Oriental models. One can even say that the parable is less epic than Goethe's
Faust, Buchner's Woyzeck or Dantons Tad, Schiller's Wallenstein trilogy and a
vast number of the plays of Shakespeare and Marlowe. Measured against the
traditional exemplars of "epic theatre," Brecht's play constitutes a retreat from
epic form. In structure, in content, in condensation, in emotion evoked, Brecht's
play deserves the distinguished place it has already won for itself in the history
of that narrow yet powerful form, the drama. Again, Brecht's failure as an
Epiker is the measure of his success as a dramatist of the very first rank.
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It is clear that the major plays whether viewed simply as texts or complexly
as staged plays, transcend Brecht's crude pre-World War II anti-Aristotelian
theory. Brecht himself, in those later years in exile and then in East Berlin where
the physical theatre exerted its strongest pressures upon him, became increasingly
aware that he could not, despite the most stringent efforts of his "fire brigade"
dampen the emotions his plays and productions called forth. Faced with the fact
of rampant emotion, identification, "misunderstanding," and perhaps simply being
wise after the event, Brecht said of his East Berlin production of Courage in particular and his epic theatre theory in general: "Die 'kritische Haltung', in die
es sein Publikum zu bringen trachtet, kann ihm nicht leidenschaftlich genug sein. 64
Surely this statement is, however, a far cry from that key essay of the twenties,
"Betrauchtung tiber die Schwierigkeiten des epischen Theaters," where Brecht
noted: "Das Wesentliche am epischen Theater ist es vielleicht, daB es nicht so
sehr an das Geftihl, sondern mehr an die Ratio des Zuschauers appelliert, nicht
miterleben solI der Zuschauer, sondern sich auseinanders etzen. "65 Though Brecht
hastens to add in the Schwierigkeiten essay, "Dabei ware es ganz und gar
unrichtig, diesem Theater das Gefiihl absprechen zu wollen," the damage is already done, the primary focus is still very obviously on Ratio . The only exit from
this early cul-de-sac is, as Brecht well knows, a complete reversal. He does not
hesitate then to invest the words "kritische Haltung" in the later essay with a
diametrically opposed meaning from that which they possessed in the early
theory. The cool, scientific, objective, "kristische Haltung" of the ideal spectator
of the twenties , "kann ihm nicht leidenschaftlich genug sein" in the fifties. With
this reversal, and however deviously Brecht tries to disguise it, it is a reversal,
he returns in theory as he long since had in fact to the traditional drama and to the
effects of that drama on the spectator. As the critics at the Festival de Paris in
1956 were well aware as they saw Brecht's own production of his Kreidekreis in a
condensed, swiftly moving version,66 the caterpillar of Brecht's famous "street
scene" model for the "episches Theater" had become the butterfly of high
dramatic art.
I would suggest therefore that we abandon the "fallacy of intention," that we
recognize with the Paris critics and with Brecht himself that his fighting vocabulary of the 1920s and 1930s was grossly though understandably overstated
and has only limited relevance to any of his plays except his Lehrstiicke. 67 Perhaps
the time has come when we should follow up all the valuable work that has
been done on the epic elements that can be found in the plays with close readings
of the plays as wholes, as tightly unified, brilliant exemplars of the ancient and
most honorable order of the drama. After all, the noun in the phrase "episches
Theater" is Theater.
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FOOTNOTES
IThe major exceptions (in chronological order) to the general view of Brecht's plays as epic
are: Eric Bentley, "What is Epic Theater," in Accent, VI (Winter 1946) #2; Eduard Kopetzki,
"Das Dramatische Werk Bertol Brechts Nach Seiner Theorie Vom Epischen Theater," diss.,
Vienna 1949. Kopetzki argues that only the Lehrstucke have significant "epic" features in
the sense in which Brecht defined the term-I am in basic agreement with Kopetzki; Willi
Flemming, Epic und Dramatik, Munich, 1955. Flemming points out that the assumption that
epic narration must ipso facto produce a cool audience response is naive and untenable;
Georg Lukacs, "Grundlagen der Scheidung von Epik und Dramatik," in Aufbau, Heft 11/12,
1955. I am sure Brecht knew this essay and that it may well have played a decisive role in
making him change his own mind about his own theatre being "Episch."; Paul Rilla, "Episch
oder Dramatisch?", in P. Rilla, Essays, Berlin , 1955 ; Gerhard Zwerenz, Aristotelische lind
Brechtsche Dramatik. Rudolstadt, 1956; Volker Klotz, Bertolt Brecht: V ersuch iiber das
W erk. Bad Homburg, 1957; Marianne Kesting, Das epische Theater: Zur Struktur der
m odernen Dramas. Stuttgart, 1956; Volker Klotz, G eschlossene und offense Form in Drama.
Munich, 1960. John Willett (hereafter referred to as Willett) , The Th eatre of Bertolt
Brecht: A Study from Eight Aspects. London, 1959. Ronald Gray, Bertolt Brecht, New York,
1961. David I. Grossvogel , Four Playwrights and a Postscript: Brecht, /onesco, Beckett, Genet.
Cornell University Press, 1962. Heinz Politzer, "How Epic is Brecht's Epic Theatre," in
Modern Language Quarterly 23, (1962), 99-114. Unfortunately Mr. Politzer never answers
in his essay the question his title poses; R. B. Parker's article "Dramaturgy in Shakespeare
and Bretch," in University of Toronto Quarterly 32 (1963) , 229-46, is a useful survey of
the number of ways in which Shakespeare and the Elizabethan stage in general anticipates a
large number of features of "Brecht's" dramatic theory and practice ; Ulrich Weisstein, "From
the Dramatic Novel to the Epic Theater: A Study of the Contemporary Background of
Brecht's Theory and Practice," GR, xxxviii (1963) , Nr. 3, 257-71; Ernst Schumacher, Drama
unde Geschichte, Bertolt Brechts "Leben des Galilei" und andere Stucke. Berlin, 1965. See
also my own book: Th e Essential Brecht, University of Southern California. Series in
Comparative Literature, Vol. IV, Los Angeles, 1972.
2Willett, Th eatre of Brecht, p. 187.
3Klotz, Bertolt Brecht, p. 122. Though not everyone would agree with the definitive quality
Klotz assigns to Sta iger's genre theory, everyone would be hard put to find anything very
much better in the German language area .
4Bertolt Brecht, Schriften zum Th eater, VII, 63-64.
5Brecht, Versuche 10, 1950. The essay was written however in 1938. Reprinted in Schriften,
III, 167-168.
6Emil Staiger, Grundbegriffe der Poetik, Zurich, 4th Edition, 1959, p. 235. The remark was
made by Staiger in reply to attacks on the inadequacy of his own attempt at a normative
poetics of classical and German literature.
7Despite the work of Grimm, G assner, Hultberg, Weisstein, Willett, and others, on the
dustjacket of a very recent book on Brecht he is referred to as "the originator of epic theatre."
8Willett has an excellent survey of this movement as does Helge Hultberg in his, Die
iisth etischen A nschauungen Bertolt Brechts. Kopenhagen, 1962. See, however, in this connection Reinhold Grimm's review of the Hultberg book in Z eitschrift fur deutsche Philologie,
LXXXIV (Sonderheft), 90-111. For a heretofore unnoticed earlier use of the technical
term, however, see the 1909 edition of Thomas Hardy's The Dynasts. The work is subtitled:
"An Epic-Drama."
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9See particularly Brecht's essay, Schriften, I, 198-200, "Betrachtung uber die Schwierigkeiten
des epischen Theaters," where he says explicitly that the primary emphasis in epic theatre
is to be on Ratio.
10My division of three elements in Brecht's theatre is somewhat different from that presented
by Reinhold Grimm in his Bertolt Brecht, Die Struktur seines Werkes, 4th edition, Nuremberg,
1965, p. 13. Grimm pays no attention there to the audience. Yet, as has often been pointed
out, Brecht's main concern in many of his early essays and notes (most particularly the
seminal notes on Mahagonny) are with spectator response. Of particular interest here is the
fact that almost invariably critics accept without question Brecht's contention that a "cool"
performance of a "cool" text will produce a "cool" audience response. There is in fact no
verifiable basis whatsoever for this contention; it is a non sequitur. For early recognition
of a similar phenomenon see Diderot's Paradoxe sur Ie comedien. At times Brecht himself
seems to recognize this, see for instance his notes on his visit to Moscow in 1935 and the
effect of the actor Mei-Lan-Fang upon him. Schriften, IV, 59.
liThe opening lines of Die Mutter are a good example of this.
12See the notes on Mahagollny.
13The "Schwierigkeiten" essay (see fn. 9 above) presents this clearly.
14Brecht never achieved this dream. Big signs in the Theater am Schiffbauerdamm prohibit
smoking.
15See fn. 10 above.
16Brecht, Schriften, I, 244.
17Brecht, Schriften, III, 132.
18Brecht, Schriften, I, 132. It is highly significant that the statement connecting the new
techniques with Ibsen and Hauptmann is made immediately after references to the nineteenth
century novel and the kind of materials it embraced.
19The best description of Piscator's stage is that given in Das politische Theater, Berlin, 1929.
So enormous were the productions that Piscator mounted that his stage quite literally began
to collapse under the weight of all the sage machinery he introduced. Piscator did genuinely
present the "grossen Gegenstande" on his stage. Brecht's own dramatic practice is a clear
retreat from the epic sweep of Piscator's productions. In a word, Brecht's work in the
physical theatre is a far cry from Piscator's genuinely epic and genuinely political productions.
Piscator's widow seems to clearly recognize these distinctions in her excellent book, The
Piscator Experiment, New York 1967. See particularly p. 143 where she approvingly cites
Herbert Ihering who drew similar conclusions (finally) about the work of the two men,
Piscator and Brecht.
20Brecht is reported to have made this remark ("I am the Einstein of the new stage form.") in
a conversation with Mordecai Gorelik in New York in 1935. Mordecai Gorelik, "Brecht" in
Theatre Arts (New York) March, 1967, p. 72. Eric Bentley has told me that he very much
doubts that the remark was ever intended to be taken seriously.
21He would seem to be fully aware that he has not created a new form to present the whole
world in all its economic and sociological complexity when he remarks in an interview with
Ernst Schumacher in 1955: "Die neuen Formen aber mussen erst entwickelt werden." Quoted
by Johannes Goldhahn in his, Das Parabelstilck Bertolt Brechts, p. 105.
221n the preface to rus, Seven Plays by Bertolt Brecht, Eric Bentley notes: "Brecht believed
that he reinstated the concrete. But did he? On the contrary, beginning with A Man's a Man,
he created a dramaturgy as schematic and abstract as any workable dramaturgy well could
be." p. XXX.
23Compare the play, for instance, with Tamburlaine I and II and with Marlowe's Faustus.
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24Actually there is the gravest doubt that Brecht wrote more than a few lines of this play.
From interviews with Elisabeth Hauptman and Benno Besson in East Berlin and from my
reading of books and manuscripts in the Archiv files, I am convinced that Brecht's role in
the adaptation (and perhaps with several other adaptations of the same period) was minor.
I examine it, however, as he claimed it as a play of his.
25See Grimm, Brecht und die Weltliteratur, Nuremberg, 1961. pp. 45-46. Grimm, however,
treats Brecht's condensation of this particular playas an exception. I, on the contrary, find
this practice here to be typical.
26Brecht's reworking is not of the original Greek text but rather of the celebrated and quite
accurate Holderiin translation of Sophocles.
27Rilla, Essays, p. 440.
28Brecht, Schriften, VI, 154.
29Reinhold Grimm, Strukturell. Gottingen, 1963. p. 25.
30Reinhold Grimm , "Vom Novum Organum zum Kleinen Organon: Gedanken zur Verfremdung," p. 52, in Das }{rgernis Brecht, Basel, 1961.
31Cited in Willett, Theatre of Brecht, p. 185.
32Brecht, Schriftell, VI, 161.
33Bentley, Seven Plays by Bertolt Brecht, p. Xlii.
34Brecht, Schriften, VI, 131.
35George Steiner, The Death of Tragedy.
36Bentley, Seven Plays by Bertolt Brecht, p. xxvii.
37The best analysis that I know of the circular structure of this and other plays of Brecht is
given by Grimm in his Strukturell. Also, for minor usage of other source materials than
Grimmelshausen in Mutter Courage see Grimm's, Bertolt Brecht. Stuttgart, 1961.
38After observing the detail of Grimmelshausen's account of the origins of Courasche, we
can then better appreciate the schematic presentation of Brecht. We do not know in Brecht's
play why Courage got involved in the war in the first place. Obviously this is a crucial
omission . If she entered the war against her own will, surely we cannot damn her as soundly
as Brecht would like to have us do. The play, therefore, never does explicitly prove her
villainy despite the fact that Brecht progressively stripped the role of most of its sympathetic
lines. Her attitude towards the wounded and the adopted baby in scene four is the best
example of change. In earlier sessions, Courage actually volunteers her help. In the last
version, she must be forced to help the wounded.
390ne rarely encounters large animals on the stage for the simple reason that their behavior
is largely unpredictable. The Epiker, obviously, need not concern himself with his problem.
40Again the epic is not limited in this way. Much of the action being on the narrative plane,
free switches in time and place are somewhat easier (as in the film) than on the stage. Tn
narrative or "epic" terms it would not bother us at all to be told that the boys are not yet
old enough or are already in service.
41See footnote 40.
42Note particularly the narrative elements in Henry V. We have a chorus that pieces the
action together with narration. What cannot be shown (the trip across the English Channel)
is presented very frankly as narrative, and the playwright (through the chorus) explicitly
points up the theatricality of this move and the very real limitations of the physical theatre.
43Walter Weideli, The A rt of Bertolt Brecht, trans. Daniel Russell, New York, 1963. p. 109.
44BBA 976/33. Cited in Schumacher, p. 245 . Not, for some reason, included in the seven
volume Schriften zum Th eater. From this, and a host of other examples that might be given,
it is clear that the text of the Schriftell is tendentious in the extreme. Those comments of
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Brecht's that do not fit with the main thrust of his theory are carefully suppressed. On this
topic, please see my article, "The Brecht Society: A Prospectus," MLJ. LUI (October 1969)
No. 6449-456.
45BBA 275/14. Cited in Schumacher, p. 245. Again missing from the Schri/ten .
46Ibid.
47Schumacher goes on the assumption that there are only three major versions. From notes
of Brecht's collaborator, Rulicke, however, I feel that there is good reason to separate the
Frankfurt version of the text from the Berliner Ensemble version. Though Brecht did no
rewriting for the fourth version, he did make a considerable number of cuts in the Berliner
Ensemble text.
48Cited in Schumacher, p. 245.
49Brecht was himself aware of the completely circular structure of this play. He has a neat
table of similarities between scenes one and twelve of the play in BBA 976/33. Cited in
Schumacher, p. 284. Again this comment is left out of the Schriften.
50Schumacher, p. 4 t. Significant here of course is the fact that the play deliberately eschews
treating Galileo's life in its "epische Breite and Fiille." We begin at the moment when
G alileo's life is of dramatic interest, not before. As with Mutter Courage anything about
the early life of the major character that is not directly germane to his dramatic purposes
is left out. Compare this for a moment with Homer and his wide ranging similes-any
number of things not having direct relevance to the main line of the narrative can be and
are introduced with ease into the epic narrative.
51As noted above, in the epic, scene changes can follow one another very, very easily as everything happens on the same narrative plane . Tn an epic, therefore, it would be quite easy for
Galileo, perhaps several days later to go to the dean himself.
52See particularly Kathy Riilicke's notes, "Bemerkungen zur Schulssszene," in Materialism zu
Brechts " Leben des Galilei, "Suhrkamp, 1967, pp. 91-152.
53See fn. 49 above.
54Schumacher, p. 284.
55Brecht, Materialiell, p. 36.
56Brecht, Schriftell, IV, 251.
57Fritz Erpenbeck, Aus dem Theaterleben, Berlin, 1959. p. 333.
58See particularly Hanns Eisler's notes in A u/bau einer Rolle-Busch, p. 11 ff.
59Reinhold Grimm , "Zwischen Tragik und Ideologie," in Das A rgemis Brecht. p. 11.
60Ronald Gray, Bertolt Brecht, New York, 1961. p. 76.
61Crucial here, of course, is Shen Te's pregnancy. By the same token, incidentally, the Grusche
scenes in the Kreidekreis cannot be meaningfully rearranged as the child gets larger in
each scene.
62Brecht, Schri/tell, TIl, 132.
63Henning Rischbieter, Brecht, vol. II , Velber bei Hannover, 1966. p. 38.
64Brecht, Schriften, VI, 156.
65Brecht, Schri/tell, T, 200.
66Brecht himself notes of the final preparations for the Paris production : "Urn fUr das Pariser
Gastspiel die Auffiihrung in H6chstform zu bringen, sind Striche im Text gemacht und ist
das Tempo beschleunigt worden." Schri/tell, VI, 395-96. It is a little difficult, of course, to
reconcile this speed with the rational pauses that the early theory called for.
67See particularly the work of Kopetzki on this problem.
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